
 

Job advertisement 

 

To support the growth strategy of our Services Division we are looking for a  

 

Head of Global Business Controlling Services (m/f)  
 
 

Main responsibilities: 

- As member of the Services Division management team and as business partner for the division 

president, contribute to the definition of strategic goals by providing analytical insights and 

guidance 

- Lead all controlling related processes within the division 

- Direct lead of a small team at the headquarter and functional lead of controllers of subsidiaries 

- Responsible for divisional reporting, budgeting and forecasting globally 

- Responsible for pricing procedures and pricing structure of all products of the division 

- Support the President of the division in all business management matters in order to optimize 

profitability, maintain efficient and lean processes and cost-transparency 

- Support the global roll-out of SAP in all controlling related activities within the division 

- Assist and coordinate strategic projects, such as acquisitions to achieve our growth strategy 

- Further develop financial tools for business management and control (BI, KPI etc.) and provide 

the management with ad hoc analysis and reports 

- Support and challenge line managers and sales in all concerns of business management  
 
 
 

Your profile 

You have a degree in finance/business/economics, have already worked several years as a business 

unit controller in a global function and have already gained leadership experience. 

You are of a reliable and agile nature, have strong organizational and analytical skills and a solid 

business acumen. You have a passion for Service, enjoy working with people from different 

nationalities and are able to communicate on all levels up to board level. A high degree of 

independence, a highly developed quality conscience as well as excellent problem solving skills 

characterizing your personality. You are fluent in the German and English language both orally and 

in written and possess very good knowledge of MS-Office and SAP. Cognos knowledge is a plus.  

 

We offer you flexible working conditions, varied and independent work in a dynamic international 

environment and opportunities for development. Our employees appreciate the good work atmosphere. 

A competitive compensation package and excellent benefits are a given.  

 

We are looking forward to receiving your application via Email to 

jobs.grasser@burckhardtcompression.com and will gladly provide further information upon request: 

Daniela Grasser Tel.: +41 52 262 58 74. 
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